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“Autumn shows us how beautiful it is to let things go.” 

-Unknown 
Check out this week’s Teachers’ Success Stories to see how 

using Growth Mindset can Be Used in your Classroom.  

Congratulations to Lydia Bennett from Winston, this week’s 

winner of the Crayola 240 Colored pencil class-pack and 

electric pencil sharpener. Be Sure to enter this Week’s Contest 

to win the Supersized post It Grab Bag!  

~Office of Acceleration & Innovation 

Power Up 
Weekly 

I had a lesson regarding setting goals in reading. Students were to monitor the amount of books or 
chapters they read within a 20 minute timeframe. Afterwards, the students were to determine if the 
amount of books they were reading was increasing. Inadvertently, this task became a lesson on mindset 

when I was conducting a personal conference with a student about his reading performance. I was 
commending him on his fluency and inflection. His response to my commendation was a reference to 
setting goals. He told me that he wanted to increase his reading level, so he had been monitoring the 
amount of chapters he was reading. He told me what level he felt he was because of  reading for 20 
minutes each day. In addition, he told me how he chose a higher level book and was not able to read the 
book fluently. Therefore, he continues to read the books at the level he is certain is his present reading 
level. In my astonishment, I simply agreed. I told him that I believe he would reach the higher reading level 

goal if he continues down the path he was following, and which he replied, “I know.” This conversation is 
etched in my mind, and is influencing my feedback to my students. I am now focusing on outlining steps 
that I think each student needs to take to become successful. I am hoping in time that I establish in each of 
my students that they cannot climb Mount Everest in a single leap, but every step counts as you reach 
closer to the top.      Lydia Bennett, Winston Academy of Engineering 

Teacher Success Stories 

In so many aspects of students’ lives, from education to sports, to personal relationships and leadership 
opportunities, how an individual perceives their own success or failure can depend on having a positive 
mental outlook, and willingness to pursue their goals. Embracing a growth mindset allows students the 

courage to believe that a person’s true potential can grow through learning, effort, experiment, and 
determination. If students understand this concept, their ability to persevere in their academics and 
personal lives, even (or especially) when it’s not going well, is a true indication of a growth mindset. 
Understanding a growth mindset allows students to thrive during some of the most challenging times in 
school and personal experiences. Possessing a growth mindset focuses on continual learning and 

improving which will ultimately increase students’ academic and personal success.                                                           

                                                                                                             Carrie Spruell, Brigham Academy  

Use this link: 
https://tinyurl.com/y9aqkabp  

10 WHAT Questions  

To Help develop a Growth Mindset in Children 

1. What did you do today that made you think hard? 

2. What happened today that made you keep on going? 

3. What can you learn from this? 

4. What mistake did you make that taught you something? 

5. What did you try hard at today? 

6. What strategy are you going to try now? 

7. What will you do to challenge yourself today? 

8. What will you do to improve your work? 

9. What will you do to improve your talent? 

10. What will you do to solve this problem? 



Your chance to Win!  Send an email to: OAI@polk-fl.net 
Please respond to the following statement:  

 
In what ways has Growth Mindset impacted your teaching and your 

student’s learning?  
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Add laughter to your classroom.  
Laughter is good medicine. It tends to unplug stress in you and your stu-
dents, and gives your students a sense of togetherness, as they have your 
sense of humor in common. There is a delicate balance to adding laughter 
to the classroom and having that laughter get out of control, so be ready to 
bring your students back into focus quickly. 

 

Jensen’s 7 Most Valuable TEACHING Goals for this year 
 

Use Empathy, Not Sympathy nor Indifference  
Remember to seek first to understand. Take a deep breath before you assign blame to a student. Hold the judgment 
about any of your students. Students have far less control over their home environment than you do at your home. 
They didn’t choose their parents, their home, their neighborhood or their school. Many are not taught manners, proper 
behaviors or how to carry themselves. Don’t forget that within your everyday classroom discipline.  Better discipline 
strategies include: be more engaging in your teaching, listen more than you talk and redirect energy instead of trying to 
suppress it.  
When students get listless, slumped over, squirm and are overactive use an energizer.  When they’re late for class, wel-
come them, and later ask them what happened. You may be surprised at how hard your students work just to get to 
class, even if it’s late.  
This year, make it the year of empathy. By the way, that does NOT mean you lower your standards for academics or be-
haviors. It simply means you put people first, before policies and rules.  
Used with permission, for more information please go to - www.JensenLearning.com  

Stress Point to Ponder! 

Check out these students Who are hard at 

work from  

Rochelle School of the Arts &   

Lake Alfred Polytech Academy 

https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fjenslearning.infusionsoft.com%2Fapp%2FlinkClick%2F11756%2F69ed0b738911dfb3%2F26937726%2Fe8dc8b0dffb2be74&data=01%7C01%7Ccandy.amato%40polk-fl.net%7C18de5c9176be4d66914208d4e8b15160%7C3ce159a93b5

